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· .Jan Starness, Kit Pratz, in the

Shr~w

,

Sandi Reed. Orchetds member, in Primitive!

.

.

Shakespe~re's 'Taming Orchesis moves tonight
'Central's modern dance club, Orchesis,
will present a panorama of dance styles
including folk, ballet, jazz, tap and even
belly dancing on May 9, 15 and 16 in the
Threepenny Playhouse.
"Dance: The Universal Cycle" is the
theme of this year's production. Members
of Orchesis will demonstrate how the body
Tranio, Kim Shockley as Gremio, Rob can blend stylish sounds and beautiful
McElfresh as Grumio, Randy J o~nstad as movements.
Baptista, Early Torrey as· Vincentio, Dave
Admission is free with curtain time at
Evans as Hortensio, Jan Starness as 8:30 p.m.
Bianca and Charlie Burke as Biondella.
Lana Jo Sharpe, Orchesis advisor, says

of the Shrew' tonight in
McConnell at8:30

The drama department's production of
William Shakespeare's "Taming of. the
Shrew" opens tonight in McConnell
auditorium at 8:30.
' Often called rough and loud, "The
Taming of the Shrew" has none of the
lyrical poetry or humor that characterizes
most of Shakespeare's plays. The play is
filled with wordy p~ns and coarse
illusions.
The work has long been one of the most
popular of Shakespeare's plays and its
main characters have become models for a ' Caesar Chavez, president of the United
shrewish woman and a strong woman- Farm Workers of america, AFL-CIO, will
tamer.
speak at 3 p.m. Monday, May 13 in the
Some au~horities think that Shake- SUB Small Ballroom.
speare did not write the entire play, that • Chavez has been trying to obtain true
the subplot was written by someone else. representation and collective bargaining
However, the scholarly dispute is not rights for far~. workers since 1962_. It was
likely to concern the viewer who will that year, that he founded the National
enjoy a lusty, witty play.
Farm Workers Associaiion . in ·Delano,
The production is directed by Betty · California. Previous efforts at organizing
Evans, the scenery and lighting is by Earl farm workers had been brutally suppresD. Torrey and costume design is by sed by grower organizations. Chavez was
Sabina Applegate.
aware of this fact and from the beginning
The lead is Mike Nevills as Petruchio, a was committed to the non-violent aprich and noble man who comes to visit his proach of Gandhi and Dr. Martin Luther
friend and finds for himself a rich wife. King Jr. Nonviolence became one of the
The co-lead is Katharina played by Kit philosophical basis for organizing farm
Pratz. She is the spirited first daughter workers.
Chavez received the Martin Luther
who must first by married before her
sister can find suitors. Petruchio and King Junior Non-Violent Peach Prize in
Katharina ·are married . and thus the Atlanta, Georgia, Jan. 14. Present were
taming of the shrew. .
6000 people when he received. the award,
Others in the case are as follows: Doug which included a citation, a check for
Carver as Lucentio, Gary Meyers as $1000 for the Union and a bust of Dr.

the dancers will put into motion their
versions of future dances.
A Folk Suite including the highland
fling, Spanish and Hungarian dances is
scheduled during the evening, along with
a Shakespearean dance. Kelly Donnely,
Bev Shotts, Christie Brown and Jan Mejer
will offer solo performances.
Former Central student Roger Smith ·
will perform a vaudeville tap. The
Ellensburg Youth Ballet will appear with
Jean Miller and Jan Mejer in a Ballet
parady.

United Farm Workers' president,
Caesar Chavez, to speak May 13
King.
Fall of 1965 brought Chavez national
attention as the leader of the "grape
strike" and "grape boycott." It was during
this time that the NFWA was renamed
the United Farm Workers Organizing
committee (UFWOC) as it bacame part of
the AFL-CIO. The grape. strike and
boycott, a long struggle, was to last five
years. But finally in the summer of 1970,
80 to 85 per cent of table grape acreage
came under union contract.
~ince the end .of tl~e grape strike and
boycott Chavez has been . involved in
organizing the lettuce filed workers in
California. Again the Union has met
strong opposition from growers who
refuse to recognize the rights of farm
workers. currently Chavez has been
forced to call. for a nation~side consumer
boycott of lettuce and grapes. Grapes are
being, boycotted again because of the
refusal to renegotiate contracts w:ith
UFW.

Recently, the UFW has been accepted
as a full member of the AFL-CIO.
AFL-CIO president George Meany announced April 8 that the 12.5 million
member labor organization endorses the
UFW lettuce and grape boycotts.
The UFW has also been supported by
Leonard Woodcock, president of the
United Auto Workers, John Henning,
Secretary~Treasurer of the Labor Federation of California, AFL-CIO, Paul Hall of
the Mariners Union, and Jimmy Herman,
International Longshoremen an~ Warehousemen Union.
Although based in California, the UFW
· has had tremendous influence on agricu1·
tural labor relations throughout .· the
nation. The UFW has been involved
organizing farm workers in Arizona,
Te~as~ Fl~rida, Idaho, Oregon and Washington.
On campus, Chavez is being sponsored
by e~hmc studies, sociology department. ~
EOP and the Center for Campus Ministry.
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·R~ncourt still missing; fruitless search ends
by Rik Dalvit

searchers took part on the first

Susan Elaine Rancourt has day, 127 were involved the
been missing since April 17.
Last week's search of the
Central campus, the city of
Ellensburg and a two ·mile
perimeter around the city uncovered no trace of her.
"We're sure she is not in the
search area," said D.J. Haley,
Kittitas County Sheriffs. Officer
who served as the director of the
search.
The search began on Wednesday and finished ahead of schedule on Friday afternoon. One
hundred
and
seventy-three

second. The perimeter search
involved 50 people.
· According to search coordinators, over one year's man hours
·were expended during the three
day search that covered 62.33
square miles in and around
Ellensburg.
Although paid law enforcement officers took part in the
search, it was mostly carried out
by Explorer · Search and Rescue
units.
·
Explorer Search and Rescue
people are unpaid volunteers

from 14 to 18 yea,rs of age. They took part in the search. Accordreceive special training in search ing to Haley, the age of - the
"and rescue work before being searchers is advantageous, "An
certified by a state board. older person just cannot keep up
According to Bob Say, executive in some of the areas with them."
vice-president of the Washing- The searchers averaged nearly
ton Explorer Search and Rescue 12 hours per man the first day
Council, the Rancourt search was and almost nine the second.
unusual. "Search -and Rescue
The search uncovered various
people are usually working in the articles of lost and discarded
wilderness, however, the search clothing, none of which proved to
- of the city was easier than a belong to Rancourt.
wilderness search, no coqipass .
Although Haley said that the
work was involved, it was easier search did prove Rancourt is not
to divide the city and cover it," in the search area he also said
Units from Kittitas County, that law enforcement officers are
Dayton, · Yakima and Spokane left where they were before the

search, with no clues.
Law enforcement officers will
continue to check on leads, all of
which have so far been cases of
mistaken identity, some of which
have come as far a way as Oregon
and Montana.
Rancourt's parents, who had
been staying in Ellensburg on a
"day to day basis" hoping for
some definite word on their
daughter, returned to their home
in Anchorage, Alaska last Tueday. They have offered a $1000
reward for any information leading to the . whereabouts of their
daughter.

'The River is Yours' Committee plans ,second effort ,
~

by Bill Kirby
The friends of the Yakima
River will be out in force as the
"The River is Yours" committee
~n.akes it's second annual clean-up
of the river.
This year's effort will . be
concerned -with cleaning up the
banks of the river, the rest areas
along the banks and the small ·
ponds set back from the river.
Roger Ferguson, TRY chairman said that the organizing
committee hopes they will have
some 250 'plus volunteers out
Saturday to help. Last year over

-~LUE

AGATE ... Do

250 Central and local high school
students worked on TRY I.
According to Ferguson, Central students should meet at
parking lot 'B' between 8:30 and
· 9:30 a.m. for instructions.
The helpers will be broken up
into groups for work on various
projects. These groups will leave
by 10 a.m. for their assignments
in the field.
The schedule Ferguson said
calls for people to work on or
near the river until 1 p.m.
After the work ends all of the.
personnel involved in the clean-

you~ have

c:i special

stone that you wanf ·mOl~nted in a truly
custom setting? Jh is is the rare Ellensburg
blue agate, set in l 4K gold.
.

P.O.

B:;~t• ~N!.~~~y

ELL.ENSBURG, WASHINGTON 98926 /

I

.•

up are invited to a free bar-b-que
at t~e Rotary Park. The bar·b· .
que is being prepared by a focal
hunting and fishing club, with
food provided by a local clothing
store.
After the bar-b-que the participants will return to the parking
lot between 4:30 and 5 p.m.
Ferguson said that areas to be
covered include the following:

The spillway divei-'sion dam,
including the paths to the
railroad bridge; the Thorp
Bridge and the small ponds near
the bridge; the Thorp Railroad
Bridge and the surrounding
acres; the entrance area at the
mouth of Swauk Creek; the
landslide between Thorp and the
spillway. and Highway 10 from
the spillway to Swauk. People

will be dropped off each mile to
clean the river banks and the
side of the ro.a d.
The river will get .a once over
when three groups of floaters
will use rafts · to pick up trash
that is either in the river or on
unaccessible banks. The floaters
will cover the Yakima from
Teilnaway to- KOA campground
area just west. of Ellensburg.

Silko .and Berssenbruge to ioin
Third World Arts Festival
Two women poets and authors
have been added to the faculty of
. "artists-in-residence" for a Third
World Arts Festival . on the
Central campus May 13-18.
Joining 11 other nationally
recognized writers and artists
for the series of special works~ops and publ~c appearances
will be Leslie Silko, a Laguna
Pueblo Indian now living · i~
Alask~, and ~ei B~r~senbrugge,
bor!1 m Pekmg, Chn~.a, now a
resident of New Mexico.
Each of the 13 artists-in-residence will conduct academically
accredited workshops during the
week and participate in a series
of complimentary public readings and discussions each evening.
"I suppose at the core of my
writing is .the attempt to identify
what it is to be a half-breed or
mixed blooded person; what it is
to grow up neither white nor
fully traditional Indian," she
explained.
Poetry by Berssenbrugge has
appeared in many national anthologies and literary magazines.
Her books include "Fish Souls"
and "Summits Move with the
Tide."
Raised in suburban Massachu-

setts after her birth in China,
, Berssenbrugge studied writing
at Reed College and Columbia
University. She has traveled
widely.
Silko, a law graduate of fht
University of New Mexico, liv~-.;
· with her husband in Ketchicaii.
He is the supervising attorn.e y
for .the Alaskan Legal Services·.
The Third World Arts Festi·
val, spo~sored by the Ethnic
Studies Progra~, will include the
following complimentary evening
appearances by artists-in-residence. All events at 7:30 p.m. in
the SUB:
Monday, May 13 --- Victor
Hernandez Cruz, a poet born in
Puerto Rico and ·raised in New
York, and Ishmael Reed, a
nominee for two National Book
Awards_;
Tuesday, May 14 -~- Mei
_B erssenbrugge and Leslie Silko;
Wednesday, May 15 --- Joseph
Bruchac, a poet and novelist who
has taught in Africa; Alex Kuo,
Central Ethnic Studies director
and author of numerous poems,
short stories and articles, and
James Welch, poet and author of
"Riding .the Earthboy 40;"
Thursday, May 16 --- Phil
George, Nez Perce Indian writer,

dancer and artist, and Neil
Parsons, Blackfeet artist whose
works have been exhibited nationally and abroad:
Friday, May 17 --- Rudolfo
1 Anaya, University of Alburquerque administrator -and winner of
the Premio Quinto sol Literary
A ward; Richard Lyons, director
of creative writing at the University of Oregon, and Al Young, a
Californian and editor of Yardbird Reader;
Saturday, May 18 --- Frank
. Chin, ' former Seattle television ·
writer, California U rifversity faculty member and winner of the
Rockefeller Foundation · Playwrite Grant for 1974; Lawson
Inada, poet and author. on the
southern Oregon State College
faculty.
Joining the public sessions for
·special introductions of · the
speakers will b~ William Jeffries,
special assitant to the govenor
for Indian Affairs, on Thursday
and Mich Matsudaira, director of
the Washington Asian American
Commisson, on Saturday.
'rhe Third World Arts Festival
is supported .in part by a .grant .
from the National Endowment
for the Arts.

-NOW! Two Bookshelf-Size Heil
Air Motion, TransfOrm~r Loudspeakers

by. ii')
The first ESS loudspeaker with the Heil Air Motion Transformer

The ESS
AMT4

midrange-tweeter unit literally ~e~olutionized speaker design.
Now Heil speakers are availabl~ - in two bookshelf formats
{Provided you have very. strong bookshelves!}
The ESS AMT 4 features essentially the same
hardware as the original AMT 1: Ten-inch
woofer, and a scaled down version of the Heil
Air Motion Transformer, for· 360 degree
disper~ion of upper frequencies.

PRICE:

'$239° 0

The ESS AM'l' 5 is destined for greatness! With
a 12-inch woofer and newly-designed direct
radiating Heil midrange-tweeter, this ·speaker
.has an openness. and purity olsound at the top
end you'll find unbelievable--especially at a price
of only

$1 a·cjoo

See them both at .

GITE.RE.DCRAr:r·
.@'"I
408 North Pearl

.) _

Gier
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THESE THREE SENIOR CITIZENS, and
others like them, attended a two day cQnference
he.r e earlier in the week. Their go.al is to set up a .
system where the senior citizens could live in
colle§e housing and attend specialized classes
f~r Senior Citizen.

SEARCB--Tom Melancon studies his map while Al Heston looks
below ground, both searchers are from Wesar Post 360 in Spokane.
Last weeks search for Susan Rancourt was intense, 62 square miles
were covered in and around Ellensburg but no trace of the missing
co-ed was found.
·

>,

•

BEHIND THE STRINGS--The
·utah
Symphony,
under the b~ton of Ardrean W.
Watts performed a program of
Debussy, Straus and Beethoven
to a sparse turnout in Nicholson
Pavilion Friday.
[Photo by Brian Pugnettij

]Opinion
Friends of UFW
encourage support
·Currently there is a drive to boycott non-UFW A' lettuce being
sold. to students at Central.

•

Farm Workers have been left with no alternatives but to put
economic pressure on the lettuce growers. The reason is that they
have been alienated by the growers as w~ll as the public or
consumer. The farm workers have been excluded from the National
Labor Relations Act, which protects the workers of America by
guaranteeing them the national minumum wage.
As it stands, the farm worker is paid whatever he can bear and
that is usually peanuts. While it is the consensus of Americans that
workers have the right to negotiate for wages, hospitalizatfon,
vacatiOn, sick leave, etc. they have completely ignor~d the fact that
farm workers are human, just like any other American. The farm
worker does not ask for special privileges or special programs which
the political bureaucracy has siphoned down as the so-called "War
on Poverty" which is a Jot of bull.
The only ones they (political burea~cracy) subsidize is the
grower. They subsidize the grower by building farm labor camps,
providing child care and migrant health clinics. Now there is talk of
~ving enough gasoline to the grower so they can sell it to the farm ·
worker at a reduced rate, thus binding even stronger the strings
that the gr_ower has on th_e farm worker. Neither worker gets all of
these considerati9ns and to be honest about it they should not have
them.
These special programs are not helping them to achieve upward
mobility but the growers like them. They are the ones benefiting
from them . .
The farm worker instead wants to negotiate for wages, etc. like
any other worker that worksfor ari industry. He wants to be able to
. sustain himself and the rest of his family with his earnfogs instead of
getting the whole family to work in the fields, thus eliminating the
opportunity of his children for completing a formal education. The
farm worker is not - asking for other fede;al program or
consideration but rather he is merely asking for his right to live, like
a human being with self respect and with the knowledge that he is a
union and not another "yes ' sir" boss worker.
The Ellensburg Friends of the Farm Workers encourages you to
support the cause by signing the petition. Our office is in SUB 214.
_There will be someone there for the remainder of the quarter from
' 1~ a,m: to 4 p.m. Remember, buy romaine lettuce, riot head lettuce,
because. by buying head lettuce, you are putting political dollars
against our cause.
Pedro Cavazos .
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Letters
Bravo
bl.ood
donors
To the editor:
Bravo! ·our Central blood
doners did it - again~ The small
ballroom of the SUB buzzed with
·activity on Wednesday, May 1.
Teams of receptionists, nurses
and nurse-aids, donors, carriers
and servers of refreshments
channeled their efforts into
another successful blood drawing. · One hundred 'and eighty
donors contributed which exceeded our quota by forty pints.
- Sincere appreciation is extend~
ed to the donors, SERVE Offi. eel's, SPURS, Dr. Wilma Moore's·
Community Health Education
class and to all those who worked
behind the scenes. ·
P.Douce', Faculty .Coordinator ,
ASC Blood Drive Program

'The show
.

.m·ust
.g o on

'

. -I

To the editor:
An organization demonstrates
· its viability in times _of stress;
however, an organization is only
as good-no more, no less-as its
human component. I have been
fortunate these past .few weeks
to observe a group of individuals
who are dedicated to the t~eatrical arts.
.
The Department of Drama is
preparing to present Shakespeares',. "The Taming of the
Shrew," to .theater-goers from
the Campu·s, Ellensburg and
surroundings. I have watched
faculty, staff and students, direct, rehearse and work on stage
crew and costumes for the past
two weeks. I -am amazed at the
cooperation shown, the tremen.do us esprit de corps and desire
evidenced by all involved.
Budget limitations have forced
reductions . for available paid
assistance and the necessary
_ materials, yet true to the motto
"The Show Must Go Oil" these
individuals have beeh working
evenings, . Saturdays, Sundays
and more than one night
through. In _ many cases their

Opinion
only reward is to see the show .
open on schedule .
. I encourage those of you who
like me in the past have only
gone to ~ee a produetion, to take
some time and get to know the
dedicated people "backstage"
before the show goes on. I salute
these unsung heroes. Hals and
Beinbruch.
Jim Applegate

Chavez
asks ,n·o
'Gallo'

To the editor:
.
The United Farm Workers of
America, AFL-CIO is a union
that was built with the interests
of the farm workers as its main
concern. When we first went on
strike in 1965, it was for better
working conditions and a union
contract. After five years of
struggle, these contracts were
finally realized. · .
·
We then set about the hard
work of consolidating our gains.
In 1973 ·growers refused ·to
renew their contracts with the
UFW and instead signed "sweet-·
heart" agreements with th.e -_
International Brotherhood of
Teamsters. The workers responded by striking. Thousands
walked picket lines, 3400 went to
jail and two union brothers lost
·
their lives.
At present we are faced with a
conspiracy on the part of the
giant agri-business interests and
the International Brotherhood ot
Teamsters to destroy a free and
independent democratic union of
workers. It is a principle of the
institutions upon ·which a free
society is built, that individuals
have the right to choose and
become involved in the institutions that affect their lives.
Nowhere in the country is this so
clearly the issue than in this
c_urrent struggle of the UFW to
survive.
We hope that you as stude~ts
will concern yourselves with this
issue of vital importance to the
farm workers. If you do consider
the issue of justice to be
something that you must act
upon, then you will at the very
least not drink Gallo Wines. Your
brothers and sisters who went on
strike in 1973 ·wm be grateful for
this support.
Your brother,
Cesar E. Chavez
President

AMERIC.:S FARMWORKERS
ARE ASKING YOU
TO BOYCOTT GALLO WINES.
After suffering for years
under unspeakable living
and working conditions, .
America's farmwork~rs
came together in the 1960s
to form a union, a union
that would fight for their
rights and articulate
their needs.
The union v1as the ·
United Farm Workers of
America (UfWA), and
under its leadership
.c onditions improved
dramatically. A little too
dramatically to suit some
of the growers, and when
the contracts eX}:>ired last
· summer many growers
did their best to destroy
what the workers had built.
Ernest .a nd Julio Gallo,
the world's largest winery,
spearheaded the union- ·
busting effort.
" Last June, ·Gallo
announced that UfWA
contracts would not be
rene~ed. New contracts
were signed with the
Teamsters Union, contracts
that had been worked
out behind closed doors
with no worker participation. NQt surprisingly,
the contracts gave Gallo
and the Teamsters Union ·
everything they wanted,
and gave the workers
almost nothing.
, The Teamsters' contracts brought dangerous

SOUTH AMERICAN
EDUCATIONAL . ·
ADVENTURE
June 17 - July 13 $2650

963-1671

Snrdars Bread, Walkers Farm Fresh E~s, Butter, Ice Cream.
Everything T~ Suit Your Dailr Dairr lieds.

962-2327

cwsc

I am interested in the·South Americ&n To~.
Send mf~rmation and -'reservation forms.

OPEN 4:00 ~'to 7 PM DAILY

Name----~----------------------------------1
: Address
_______________________________________

_~el!phone -. ------~---------No. of Persons._.- -- - · •

·' pesticides back into
fields, and allowed
virtually unlimited automation. Fair employment
practices went out the
window, and living and
·working conditions
returned to the bad old
days. UFWA organizers_
and sympathizers were
systematically fired and
evicted from. companyowned housing.
. Faced with the prospect
of a giant step baclrurards,
Gallds field hands chose
to go out on strike. But
men, women and childre~
maiming the picket lines
were met with a massive
campaign of violence and
intimidation forcing them
to withdraw from the
fields and return to the
consumer boycott. But
they need your help to
make it work
The basic issue in the
; ~aHo boycott is, simply,
411'democracy. The workers
want the right to choose
their own union through
free, independently
supenlised elections . .
;Y the

FARM FRESH
_ MILK -

VISIT: Machu Picchu, Iguassu Falls, -Rio,
Brazilian Juiagles,_~azon, Schools,
'E ducators, Cultural Activities, Et~~

~

<,/i.~:'°~-;x_:.:).> -

5·
7
ft
HALF GALLO'N · ·

TOUR: Ecuador, Peru, Argentina, Paraguay,
BrUn, Colombia, Etc.

To: Dr. J. Wesley Crum
No. 31 Black Hall

~

HERE'S WHY:

FOOD STAMPS ACCEPTED
·419

W.

15th Ave.

8 blockS west of the Pavilion

·-

central \Nashington ·state college
school of arts and -humanities.

illGHT
.IOUND.

·.IYMBOL
may 6-17 · new photographies

may 10-18

MAY 6-10, 13-17
THE .NEW PHOTOGRAPHICS ART GALLERY, FINE ARTS
BUILDING. NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE PHOTOGRAPHIC
ARTS.
.

. MAY 9-11, 15-17
.
THE TAMING OF THE SHREW MC CONNELL AUDITORIUM,
8:30 p.m. DR. BETTY EVANS WILL DIRECT ON'.E OF THE
GREAT PLAYS OF SHAKESPEARE.

may 8· renaissance concert

may ·l6

' MAY. 8
RENAISSANCE CONCERT HERTZ RECITAL HALL, 8:15 p.m.

rnay 8-9 . humanitieS9 symposium
MAY 8-9
.
: HUMANITIES SYMPOSIUM "ALTERNATIV~S 'FOR THE
FUTURE; PEOPLE AND CRISES." BEGINS AT 8 p.m. WITH A
GENERAL CONFERENCE IN THE MAIN THEATER OF THE
SUB. THE MAY 9 SESSIONS ARE CONDUCTED CONTINUOUSLY THROUGH THE DAY AND EVENING, BEGINNING
AT 9 a.m. IN THE SUB THEATER.
THE FIVE SPEAKERS ARE: .
PROFESSOR KENNETH BURKE, CRITIC, POET AND
HUMANIST FROM THE liNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH;
PROFESSOR GIOVANNI COSTIGAN, AUTHOR, HISTORIAN, POLITICAL ANALYST FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF .
WASHINGTON;
.
PROFESSOR E. L. DOCTOROW, EDITOR, NOVELIST,
FROM SARA LA WREN CE COLLEGE;
PROFESSOR L. K. HSU,
CROSS-CULTURAL ANALYST, ·
ANTHROPOLOGIST FROM NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY;
JACK R. OLSON, PLANNING DIRECTOR, WEST COAST
TELEPHONE CO.
THE CRISES TO WHICH THEY WILL DIRECT THEIR
REMARKS INCLUDE FOOD SHORTAGES AND FAMINE,
- SCARCITY OF ENERGY, DEPLETION OF NATURAL
RESOURCES, · AND A WORLD IN WHICH CIVILIZED
VALUES AND IDEAS, NECESSARY FOR COPING WITH THE
FUTURE, ARE GRAVELY MENACED OR IGNORED.

No

admis~n

tharged for events, except for TAMING OF THE SHREW.

ONsc band concert

MAY 16
CENTRAL WASHINGTON BAND C_O NCERT HERTZ RECITAL
. HALL 8:15 p.m.

.may 17-18

drama festival·

MAY 17-18
, STATE WIDE HIGH SCHOOL DRAMA FESTIVAL
EVENTS:
ONE ACT PLAYS
CUTTINGS FROM FULL-LENGTH PLAYS
CREATIVE DRAMATICS-PLANNED IMPROVISATION ·
PUPPETRY
~
MIME
MONOLOGUES

may 22

iazz ·concert
.

MM~

JAZZ ENSEMBLE CONCERT HERTZ RECITAL HALL, 8:15
p.m.

may 23 .

may· 8-9, 15-16 . orcbesis modern dance
MAY 8-9, 15-16
ORCHESIS PERFORMING DANCERS THREEPENNY THEATRE, 8:30 p.m. THIS WILL BE THE SIXTH ANNUAL
SPRING CONCERT BY THE ORCHESI~1 DANCERS UNDER
._ THE THE DIRECTION OF LANA JO// SHARPE OF THE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 'DEPARTMblT. THIS · YEAR'S
CONCERT WILL FOCUS ON THE CHRONOLOGIAL DEVELOPMENT OF DIFFERENT DANCE STYLES THROUGH THE
AGES. 'ALTHOUGH ORCHESIS IS PRIMARILY A MODERN
DANCE · GROUP, .THIS YEAR'S CONCERT WILL ALSO
· INCLUDE TRADITIONAL DANCES, BALLET, JAZZ AND
FOLK

taming of the shrew

cwsc orchestra .

MAY 23
:
CENTRAL SYMPHONY/ORCHESTRA · co~CERT HER~
RECITAL HALL
PROGRAM:
"JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH,'~ BY DON GILLIS
"SYMPHONY NO. 94" (SURPRISE), BY JOSEPH HAYDN
"THE WATER MUSIC,'' BY GEORGE F. HANDEL, ARRANGED BY HAMILTON HARTY
"CONCERTO IN E-FLAT MAJOR" (TRIANGLE CONCERTO),
BY FRANZE LISZT, PERFORMED BY DR. HOWARD BARR,
WELL KNOWN NORTHWEST PIANIST AND MEMBER OF
CENTRAL'S DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC.
.

!

.

may ·25 · ONsc choir
MAY 25
SPECIAL COLLEGE CHOIR CONCERT NICHOLSON PAVILION, 8:15 p.m. THIS IS DR. HERTZ' FINAL CONCERT AT THE
COLLEGE. THERE WILL BE OTHER EVENTS THROUGHOUT
THE DAY IN HONOR OF DR. HERTZ INVOLVING ALUMNI
AND GUESTS FROM THE NORTHWEST:

·sight.sound.symbol.

'.iCfLEBRATING THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES

Field experience possible through co-op program
by Cathy Bradshaw
Cooperative education is alive
and well but not at Central.
All students who find themselves. at the Cooperative Education -Office in the -SUB are really
participating in a field experience program and not pure
co-opism.
Dr. Gerald Reed, the coordinator and head man of the field
experience program at Central
works as a go-between with
departments · and business . . He
does this in an effort to put what
the student learns in the classroom into practice in a practical
working experience.
A field experience is arranged,
through the depflrtments, the
cooperative education office and
the businesses. It can last

anywhere from two weeks to six
months and from three - 40 hours
a week. [The course listings for
the field experience are 290 and
490).
·
Students involved in the field
experience participate in their
area of interest, including education business and the arts.
A written agreement is first
obtained from the cooperative
education office then the work of
.advising and approval .for the
field experience are the respo!lsibility of the department. The
co-op offices does help in setting
up the field experiences and
nec~ssary paperwork ?etween
busmess and prospective employes.
The _present field experience
program provides many visible

advantages for both the student intermediate times.
at least one term prior to your
and the businesses. In some
The program requires two first expected work experience.
situations it allows the student to six-month internships off cam- There are some requirements
determine how valuable .this pus; one, two ,terms on campus that have to be completed
experience is, in relation to the and two pre-post study terms on beforehand such as completion of
field he wants to go into.
campus. It follows on a rotating 10 credits in your major if you
Also, · the student has an basis with a second student in enroll in 290 CFE and 20 credits
opportunity to earn money to · the same field, so while one is on in your major if you enroll in 490
continue his education. He devel- campus the other is doing his off CFE. Then approval must be
ops skills that he ·m ay otherwise campus internship. The entire obtained from the appropriate
learn after graduation.
program covers a · ~our year faculty advisor. A student will go
The businesses in turn benefit period with possible credit ac- through an internview for proper
by having prospective employes cumulation of 180.
placement and into work if tire
training on the job and getting
The advantages are relatively red tape is cut.
further learning at school with the same as those of a field
The student is not alone in his
out having to pay training experience except that instead of experience because for him to
expenses.
one stint on the job you are part have it another student in the
Dr. Reed's "baby" though is a of a rotating system which allows .same field must be found and a
cooperative education program it · more understanding between second experience- set up.
·
basically is an arrangement your formal education and the
The cooperative education ofbetween student and business to work which you intend to pursue. · fice can be found in SUB 105 or
work and to go to school at
Applications can be made at can be ·reached by phoning
the cooperative education office 963-3409.
·
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Veteran's cooperative just one of
many projects planned by VSU .

·

by Tim Kelly
Vice Pres. Central
Vets. Stud. Union
At the present time 800
veterans and 88 dependants are
receiving veterans benefits while
attending school at Central. As
individuals and as a group they
face a number of problems not
encountered by other students.
In the past, a veteran had to
deal with these problems on his
own. Running from one office to
another, filling out one form after
another and collecting a lot of
misinformation along the way.
Now there is an organization
that hopes to help them with
their problems and at the same ·
time provide other services and
benefits. The recently formed
Veterans ·Student · Union has
been hard at work compiling
information and working on
projects that will help the
veteran.
The VSU, made up of veterans
attending Central, has concerned

itself with veterans problems not
only at Central, but also at the
state and national level. During ·
registration last quarter, the
VSU provided letters. They were
signed by 597 veterans and sent
to Washington, DC asking the
Senate to pass a bill which will
increase benefits to veterans
attending school. '""
Five members of the VSU
recently attended and participated in the formation of the
Washington Association of Veterans. This club addresses itself
to the problems of the Viet Nam
era veteran. In addition, the VSU
has joined the National Association of Concerned Veterans
(NACV). NACV has it's headquarters in Washington, DC and
is constantly working for legisla. tion to help veterans.
On the local level, the VSU is
working on a number of projects
it feels will help the veteran
attending school. One such project is a job fair scheduled for

Elderly to atte~d Central
About 15 senior citizens from
would have senior scholars housseveral areas of the state who ed on campus, are premised on
may be the forerunners of scores several goals. Among them is th~
of senior scholars will be special objective of having colleg~ comguests of Central Tuesday and munity made up 9f more diverse
Wednesday, May 7-8.
age groups benefiting both
They will take part in a young and old.
planning meeting .for a senior
The two-day meeting is one of
scholar residence program which the outgrowths of several retirehas been under investigation by ment workshops held during the
the college-community retire- past year.
ment planning committee and
A welcoming. committee, comthe college housing office.
posed of Mary Samuelson, Louise
If initiated next fall, the Shaw, Jeb Baldi and Wendell
program could lead to senior Hill, will introduce the visiting
citize-:is being enrolled in the group to a full schedule of
college. They will do accredited activities. The guests will tour
academic work.
the campus, visit and participate
Plans for the program, which · in regular classes and hold
discussion sessions.

~ri~W~C!.&~ ~~

*REPAIRS-YOU MAY WATCH
*SALES-NO Ht .. PR£5SURE PIT(H
*PARTS - FOR ALL BIKES
*REPUTATION- A5K ANYONE .

May 23. It will bring various
companies to the campus who are
looking for summer employ.ees as
well as full-time employees.
Another project in the working is a veteran's cooperative
living area. Interested veterans
will lease a dormitory building
from the school. Individual
rooms, meals prepared and
served in the dorm by a
professional cook and reduced
rates are a few advantages of the
co-op.
The VSU is holding a general
meeting today (May 9 at 2:30
p.m. in SUB 208). Details on
projects and other information
including Spin numbers will be
presented along with an open
discussion period. The VSU
would like all veterans to attend
and bring concerns or suggestions they may have.
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Dalvit takes editorship for two terms begiiining surrlmer

, "I'd like to try a few things
Last Mondry the Board of
Publications in special session with layout," he told the board.
appointed Rik ·Dalvit editor-in- He plans to change the name
chief of the Campus Crier. He plate of the paper along with
will take over summer quarter experimenting · with more graand continue through
into phic art.
winter 4uarter 1975.
He is the present news editor
Dalvit told the five members and political cartoonist. Prior to
present at the board meeting working on the Crier he was a
that his objective is to insure reporter and cartoonist in Renthat the newspaper continues to
ton, his home town.
be published. The paper suffered
Dalvit is a junior majoring in
a $8000 budget cut for the news journalism and minoring in
coming year, loss of its advisor ethnic studies.
for summer and removal from
"I believe that the Crier is the
the curriculum of the journalism
best practical training ground f.o r
program.

MAKE DEAN'S YOUR
HEA.DQUARTERS
For
•

Pre-Recorded Tapes ·

•

Records

•
•
•

Stereos
Needles
Repair Service ·

DEAN'S
417 N. Pearl Downtov1n 925-1828

OLDIES but
GOODIES
Friday :
May 10th/

students in jounalism. Reporters
on the paper will have to learn to
talk to real p,eople," he said.
"The newspaper should be on
an adversary relationship with

everyone," he said. "The attitude
of a journalist is something you
can't teach. Journalism is one
human endeavor that searches
for the truth."

Dalvit believes the purpose of
the paper is to inform and
entertain. He said that anyone
can sign up for the Crier and they
will not find it a closed society.

Increased enrollment goal
A newly formed campus organ- . and staff size are mandatory."
ization, Centrals' Active StuThis may be true. "CASH"
dents in Health (CASH) are doesn't believe that it has to be
planning a statewide recruiting that way. The health majors and
campaign in a concerted effort to minors of Central offer a chalbolster the wilting enrollment lenge to all other department
figures at Central.
majors. If each student would
Organizers for this depart- recruit one other student we
ment-wide effort, Dr. Wilma would . be hiring not firing staff.
Moore coordinator of Health
The administration can't do
Education and Sue Parker, re- the recruiting for us. Brochures
presentative of CASH give rea- and pamphlets are not enough.
sons for the formation of -the Students and faculty members
group. "We want to insure the must make a concerted effort to
continuation of quality programs recruit students. Most Central
and the continued hiring of students come because someone
qualified staff at Central. We are "sold" them on attending Centold by the administration that tral. Without a growing student
there are no funds available so populati\>n all programs su.ffer a
cuts in program development loss of substancial revenue and

of CASH

personnel. We have to reach out
for · students. We can't expect
them all to come to us," stated
CASH members.
The members of CASH plan to
visit the high schools from which
they
graduated
as-well-as,
community college's and individ- .
ual students around the state.
They will serve as repres.entatives and recruiters for Central
and for the Health Education
Department.
"CASH" says, "If students at
Central would make an effort to
help in this recruiting campaign,
next year's enrollment figures
would go over the top.
Who is willing to accept the
challeBge?

Central Sw_ingers make May tour
The Central Swingers will take
their contemporary style music,
with a special blend of the
Fabulous 40's to.six communities
in the state this month.
Performances by the Swingers
will be given in Seattle-Bellevue
area, Olympia, Hoquiam, Chehalis, Morton and Yakima, May
14-16.

The public shows will be
highlighted by a program feature
titled "I've Heard That Song
Before," which includes many of
the pop tunes of the 1940's.
. The Central Swingers, directed by Barbara Brummett have
performed publicly many times,
including ~ a recent appearance
with comedian Bob Hope in
- ·
. Eilensburg. ·
Shows in the Bellevue-Seattle
area will be May 14 at Bellevue
High School, · Lindbergh High
School and Kentridge High
School.
On Wednesday, May 15, the
Swingers will be at Olympia
High .School, The Evergreen
State College, and the Grizzle
Alumni Association in Hoquiam.
A 10:30 a.rn. show at Chehalis
High School is scheduled for
Thursday, May 16 and at Morton
High School at 1:30 p.m. That

evening, the group will be at
Davis · High School in Yakima.
The 14 vocalists and four
instrumentalists in the Swingers
are selected after competi~ive
auditioning in which musical and
stage performance abilities are
stressed.
This year's vocalists are:
DeAnna Turner, Yakima; Gordon Gray, Barbara Strom and
Kathy Libby, of Burien; Terry
Root, Hoquiam; Steve Henry,
Enumclaw; Mariann Cashion,
Olympia; Ron Scheyer, Bainbridge Island; Karen Suder and
Marla Moses, Omak; Gary Ridder and ~ Bruce· Scarth, Vancouver; Al Kaanana, Honolulu, and
Janie Easton~ Ellensburg.
The four instrumentalists are:
Sharon Gallaway, piano, Cheney;
Tim Berg, Bass, Tonasket, and
Bill Smith, guitar and Bob Blood,
percussion, both of Tacoma.

PIZZA PLACE
MONDAY NITE AGAIN!"·
6-11 pm
1Qe Schooners 60e Pitchers

DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIAL!
l 2-2pm ·2 5 % Off on all Pizza
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Qu~llamen purc~ased as new archaeology center
by Tom Shapley
The Washington State Game
Department has made an offer to
Central that could provide the
school with a combination study
and recreation retreat facility in
a remote area adjacent to the
Crockum <;tame Range.
In a land sale due to be
finalized May 9, ·the Quillamen ·
Ranch Corporation has sold a 160
acre parcel of land to the game
department. The land was previously used as private fishing
and hunting retreat.

a

The game department is primarily interested in the land for

conservation use. It says that it on the property. A man and his
has little interest in the various wife are paid a monthly salary of
buildings on the property. The $400. According to the firm
buildings include three guest selling the property, they are
cabins, a baril and the caretak- doing an excellent job. However,.
er's house.
if no organization assumes . the
The game department has·~aid responsibility of retaining the
that the use of the buildings, land caretaker by May 15, the couple
and five trout ponds will be made will be forced to leave.
available to any organization
.willing to asume responsibility
The property is located apfor the buildings and other proximately 28 miles from Elpersonal property on the land.
lensburg. It can be reached by
To comply with the depart- road or by a fifteen mile boat trip
ment's request, a responsible up Wanapum Lake from Vanorganizaiton must provide for a tage. One road leading to the
· property is maintained and acyear-round carefake~r.
,' Currently there is a ~aretaker cording to game department

officials it is usually passable by
conventional automobile. For the
adventurous, there is a semi-roatl
limited to four-wheel drive traffic.
Initial reaction from the college to the offer is enthusiastic.
Bernie Martin, of the School of
Natural Sciences, says. that Dr.
Bill Smith of the archeology
department would like to utilize
the property as early as this
summer as an Archeology Center.
-Dr. Smith suggested that
graduate students could fulfill
the role of caretakers to save the
mone~ required to pay a regular

caretaker.
, However, the~e will be additional costs involved including
maintainance. The school would
have to pay that bill.
President Brooks was asked
about funds for the operational
costs of the retreat and ' seemed
to favor a trial run approach. He
said that "Sufficient usage must
be demonstrated to justify ex, ·penditures."
Dr. Smith has sent a letter to
the state game department requesting use of the property.
Approval ·has- not yet been
received from the game department.

EdlJcationOI problems women face discussed during 'Caring'
Addressing a small group She finds -her childrens' lunches
Friday, one of the Caring Sympo- don't get made in time, her
sium speakers, Grace Mitchell husband who never notices the
dealt with the causes and solu- house is beginning to complain
tions needed for problems faced that the kitchen floor hasn't been
by women . in education today. waxed and .her son is noticing his
Mitchell, who js coordinator of s0cks don't match. The woman
the arts and humanities depart- goes off to school Jeeling good
·ment at California's Indian· Val- and guilt ....good while at the
ley Community College, aimed academic atmosphere and guilty
her remarks at the married about her home," she said.
woman ·who has returned to · She enumerated several steps
.the college and community C?uld
college.
.
"The role of housewife even if do to aid the woman in education./
mastered isn't held in very high · In discussing the steps to be
regard. I'm not saying we should taken by college she · referred to
leave, I'm just pointing out there Indian Valley CC or as she cans
are many avenues. The woman it, "The Caring College."
"Students resent and fear
has no ·confidence to challenge
the educational world. The only registration processes. Is -it real·thing that holds her back ·is her ly necessary? Wouldn't it be
own lack of self confidence," she easier to have someone who
cares involved in registration?
emphatically diagnosed.
The danger facillg women We have only a one-page form for
returning to school sh~ . noted,. is an entering student to fill out and
becoming a "dream student." continuing students need only
"what is happening to .t he dream call the registrar to inform them
student in search of herseH is of their intent to re-apply and
that she finds a rip in her world. registration is done," she beg-an.

"We also feel .entrance exams are
unnecessary. After all what do
they really tell us ... what a person
had for breakfast or how their
sex life is going. We have
eliminated these exams entirely."
,
.
"The teachers · take the students from where they are to
where they are goin,." She
further explained the grading ·
policy includes the A, B, C and W
grades. The W signifies withdrawal and the student may elect
to take it through finals week. It
has no detrimental effect on the
GPA.
Mitchell urged the inclusion of
women's studies courses in the
curriculum but pointed out that
men's studies courses are just as
necessary. "They need to be able

to examine their f@.rs of the
opposite sex," she said.
Counselors she felt are "a most
important element in the change.
They are often accused of
subjecation or counseling.women
'to take lesser jobs. If we are
going to have fair counseling for
women, our counselors need
counseling," she interjected.
On the community level she
listed the need to get civic
groups involved in the advancement of women in education.
Information should be available
concerning women in education.
There should be additional information on vocational programs in
which women are equal.
She cited four reactions ·to
women's lib being: Ignoring it,
receiving it with amused toler-

ance, planning .for the inevitable
change it will bring or begin
today to be involved and get the ·
facts and find the solutions.
"Perhaps," she said, "instead of
women's lib it should be people
lib."

World's fair -~

ARCTIC CIRCLE'S
Sunday May 12th & Moriday May 13th

• Good Food
• Good Service ·
• Reasonable

There's no easy way for Charlie Nelson

'FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRs · AND PARTS ·

to become Dr. ·Nelson.

But there is a way to make it somewhat easier.
Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in
Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professions
Bethesda, Maryland, recognized worldwide for its
work in Medical Research .
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands
of your professors, or those you make upon yourself
And if you've read this far, you may be interested
-but it may free you from those financial problems
in the details. Just send in the coupon and we'll
supply them.
·
which, understandably, can put a crimp in your
concentration.
If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover '~::~::;::::------------,
Box A
Z-CN-44
the costs of your medical education. More, you'll
Universal City, Texas 78148
receive a good monthly allow;;ince all through your
I- desire information for the following pro~ram: Army D
schooling.
Navy 0 Air Force 0 Medical/Osteopathic 0 Dental 0
Veterinary• D Podiatry D Other (please specify)
· But what happens after you graduate?
Then, as a health care officer in the military
Name _ _ _ _----:(,-,pl,-ea-se-p-,ri,-,nt""')- - - - branch of your choice you enter a professional
environment that is challenging, stimulating and
Soc. S e c . # - - , - - - - - - - - - - satisfying.
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
An environment which keeps you in contact with
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
practically all medical specialties. Which gives you
the time to observe and learn before you decide or:i
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,Zip _ _ _ __
your specialty. Which may present the opportunity
to train in that specialty. And to practice it. .
Enrolled at
You may also find some of the most advanced
(school)
. medical achievements happening right where you
To graduate in---,-~-~-~-..,...,--.,--(monthl
(year)
(degree)
work. Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center in
Date of birth
San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treat(month)
(day)
(year)
ment Center. Or the home of Flight Medicine, the ' I •veterinary not available in Navy Program. .
,
famed Aerospace Medical Division, also in San

L-----------------------~

ARMED FORCES HEALTH CARE

DEDICATED TO MEDICINE AND THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT

INDEPENDENT .AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

.9 25-5539

/

le Iassified
Automobiles

Wonted

for grad student, wife, ::J yr
old daughter, dog and cat.
Sarting June 1·and all next
FOR SALE '63 Ford Econ- year. Write Eric Stevens,
oline. '61 Dodge Lancer. 914 Hanratty Dr., Yakima
Best Offers. 925-1179.
or call 453-4330, Yakima.
1964 VW SUNROOF. Re- ·want to rent (summer
built engine, $600. Call 925~ quarte only 2 or 3 bedroom
house or apartment. Kris2228 after 4 p.m.
1968 Opel Kadet engine ten J. Thoreson. 925-3309
rebuilt, clutch and brakes, or 925~3931.
$1150. 706 North Poplar or Need furnished 4 bedroom
925-1189, ask for Virginia. house for summer quarter.
Reasonable rent. Close to
campus. Call 963-2856.
Wonted
Assistant Prof. and family One- or two girls (experi(2 children, ~ cat) would enced riders) to ride horses
like to rent an older 2 or 3 in country. 6 miles west of.
bedroom house (3 bedroom town. ~eautiful country. ·
preferred) for summer and _ 925-2129.·
next year. Can move any
Babysitter. Contact Evetime. Margaret Haggerty,
lyn Males. olunteer to
Student Village A-5, 963drive someone to nursery
3217.
school. 75 cents hour. 925-Want to rent 2 bedroom 3709 or 925-9838. Please
house with _garden-_ s~ace call ASAP.
1953 WILLY'S Jeep for
sale. Best offer. 925-9643.

For Sole

For Sole

Girl's 3 speed bike for sale.
Best offer. Phone 963-2200.
P ANASON!C AMPLIFIER with turntable, panajet cartri9ge player, AMFM radio, Koss head
phones,,and dual speakers.
$250, . 925-9363.
Antique wood stove, blu~
enamel wI nickel trim,
"Universal" brand name,
$300-double · oven electric
range, both ovens arid all
burners work, $30--two
hatch covers, varithane
finish, $30 each--PO Box
63t, Roslyn, Wash.
REFRIGERATOR in good
condition, $30. Call 9252343.
.
PIONEER TX 600 AM-FM
Stereo tuner. Like new,
hardly used ..3 years left on
warranty. $90 or trade for
good 10 speed bike. See at
612 Pacific Street. ·
8-TRACK_~om~ .!_ap~ deck.

Pioneer .. Wood ~nclosure,
built-in amp. Perfect condition, $40. Call 963-3049
evenings.
Cabinet style Victrola
phone--$75; antique 3/4
slate pool table--$325; large
spool table tops--$7 .50
each; very old dresser · w/
oval mirror--$35; old bedframe--$15; new dresser-$35; · lots more stuff. 706
North Poplar or call 9251189, ask for Virginia.
Stereo for sale--$500. Dual
1215 S. turntable. Alf999·
Sansui Amplifier. Infinity
1001 A speakers. Contact
Edward Kay, 2000 . N.
Walnut, #13.
MOBILE HOME. Stove,
refrig., furnace, hot water, .
air conditioner, carpeted.
8' x 54'. Yakima 966-0413.
SILVERTONE FLUTE.
Excellent condition. $50
925-2627.

For Sole

Services

X-6 HUSTLER 6-speed TYPING--thesis and term
250cc Suzuki. $350 (or over papers. Fast service, rea$300) and/or trade. 962- sonable rates, accurate.
2245 or 925-2366.
925-4533 after 5 p.m . .
Will do typing and babysitting, my home any time.
Pets .
925-4502.
COWDOG PUPS. Brown
· and white. 2 months old. Help Wonted
Will be given to good Wouldn't you rather work
homes. 962-9643..
in Hawaii this summer? for
information and applicaServices .
tion send $2 to Hawaiian
Summers Dept. 2C, 1837
SKYDIVING--Qualified ~
Inst. Classes in Ellensburg Kalakaua, Suite 45, Honoand Yakima. $35 .Inst. and lulu, Hawaii, 96815.
first jump. 4 static lines
Young men and women
ard 1 free fall $10 apiece. 17 years or older interestFree fall: $3 for 2500' and ed in-full-time summer job
25 cents per additional plus part time work during
1000'. Contact Bob Daughs, school year. good pay plus
free travel anywhere ·anyYakima 452-1683. · ·
TYPING--! do fast accur- time in the US. No experiate work, at reasonable ence necessary--we will
prices. Need a special train. Contach Washington
style? Just tell me. Call National Guard 925-2933 or
925-3573 evenings.
Sharron, 962-3812. ·

Pool it

Eur1Med
Ill Iller RI Iii .
overseas tr~inina
For the session starting Fall, 1974,
Euromed will assist qualified Amer~
ican students in gaining admission
to recognized overseas medical
schools.
And that's just the beginning.
Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeed·
ing at a foreign school, the Euromed
program also includes an intensive
12 week medical and conversational
language course, mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily, 5 days per
week (12-16 weeks) the course is
given in the country where the student
will attend medical school.
In addit"on, Euromed provides students with a 12 week · intensive cul·
tural orientation program. with
American students now studying medi·
cine in that particular country serving
as counselors,

Senior or graduate students currently
enrolled in an American university are
eligible to participate in the Euromed ·
program.

For application and further
information, phone toll free,

(800) 645-1234
or write,

Eurome·d; Ltd.
170 Old Country Road
Mineola, N.Y. 1150_1

.J

. ·.·:·

On Any WarrTf
"The corners are the deadly
places--don't get on the sides" are
among the comments by Dean
Dori Wise concerning safe floating on the Yakima River.
The dean of Student Activities
stated his concern for the large
number of people that go/ down
the . river each year with a
minimum of knowledge about the
water ways. ·
Wise said that his -office in
SUB 102 and the Rental Shop can
provide various forms of information.
''The Rive~ Virgin's Guide to
Safe Floating", a pamphlet published by the TRY committee,
specializes in local · conditions.
Wise said his office is selling a
- map of the Yakima River in the
information booth. The map
gives the location of places along
the river that are easy. for
entrance or access. The.map was

prepared by the geography department and are on sale for one
dollar. Wise replied that ' the
information office "does not
make a cent on this" and is done
as a service jo prospective
floaters.
·Wise reported ·that the · main
concern during the period . of
high, fast water are the sides of
the river. When the river is low,
the danger is from hitting things
of the bottom. However when
the ·river is high and fast, the
danger is from being swept into
trees and log jams alo.ng the
sides.
Wise stated that w.hen .you get
trapped against a log jam it "can
be the most terrifying time of
your life." Because the log jams
pile up on the outside of· corners
where the current is the strongest, anyone thrown into the
water is in for a real fight.
Wise suggested that anyone

'planning to compete in Kennedy ·dangerous for the next week or
Hall's raft and/or floating objects two.
One point where inexperirac~ should go on the r~ver with
an experienced floater. He said anced floaters may run 'into
that people from Kennedy Hall problems i~ getting out of the
and the Rental Shop would .be ·water at one of the exit areas.
more than willing to give advice When the water is high and ' fast
on floating or possibly take them all that you can do is jump
overboard into the waist deep
out on a short float.
An area of considerable danger river and walk the raft to the
Wise sr..ys no one should attempt berthing place. Wise said that
is the stretch of river from you can do this or float down to
Shockey's Meat Packing to Wil· another exit from the river. ·H·e
son Creek. He warned that "this said ~hat now the worst area
is the worse area of the river for presently for exiting from the
river is at the . Thorp highway
~oating.
,
A temporary danger spot bridge.
Wise replied th,at he is not
presently is the spillway at the
deversion dam a mile below the trying to scare any prospective
landslide. Wise said that the floaters. "On the contrary, the
river has been rising several river is one of the most beautiful
inches a day, with the result that places to enjoy. There cannot be
it has become too dange~ous for anything more relaxing ·than an
floaters to go over the dam. Wise all day -trip down the Yakima."
said that the high water level will
Roger Ferguson, a prominent
probably make the spillway . river floater, said that an all day

..,

... .
•·

.float is great for the.features that
the r1ver offers. On a recent float
Ferguson and his party saw a
number of animals ot normally
seen by car.
Ferguson says his groups
generally go out all day ·on the
weekends. A trip may include •
lunch on the river bank, a chance
to get a sun tan and some liquid
refresh men ts. But Ferguson said
that even with the fun you have
to be carefu~.
"The river changes each time
you go down it. Even people like
Don Wise and Mike McLoud who have gone down the river scores
of times are careful to watch out
for any changes for the worse."
Ferguson continued "it's .when
you don't pay attention to what is
happening is when you get into
trouble."
As Wise said "It's just great
out' there, but you1 have to know
what you are- doing."
· ,

•

text and photos· by Bill Kirby

'

Bill Russell raps
Bill Russell, in his appearance
at Nicholson Pavilion May 1, .
labeled drug usage by America's
youth as a "symptom 9f a disease
that threatens the . core of
America's existence." ·
In his speech entitled: "Bill
Russell Raps," Russell warned
that if the American people did
not make themselves aware of
the drug problem, and it's
causes, it will eventually lead to a
crisis stage.
"The drug problem is just one
of the symptoms of a growing
disease that includes apathy,
distrust and corruption," he said.
Russell spoke on a variety of

.,

topics, usually including his own
personal experience to add detail
and color to the su~ject. He gave
his views on Watergate, the
energy shortage, basketball, ed~
ucation and the problems that
confront the US today.
In his speech, which amounted
to a pep talk, Russel~ praised the
large crowd, composed mostly of
students, for their ambition and
smart thinking . for attending
college.
"Education is very important
in todp.y's society; the worst
thing a young person can do to
himself, is to abuse his right to a
good education."

Ne'N Photographies opens
at Fine Arts Gallery
The national photographic art
show titled "New Photographies
74," whiCh contains nearly 200
works of 60 of the nation's· top
photographers opened Monday.
The show has been recognized
as one of the nation's ranking
exhibits ·of contemporary trends
in photographic imagery . and
light sensitive materials.
Sponsored since its inception
in 1971 by Central's Art Department, the photographic exhibit
will be open to the public, at no
charge, for a two week period.
Shown in the Fine Arts
Gallery, the exhibit will be open
on week days from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Added national stature will be
given the show this year when it

is reviewed by Joan Marray,
photography editor of "Artweek
Magazine" and photo reviewer
for "Popular Photography" magazjne.
Nearly 300 photographers
from 35 states submitted material for the exhibit, according to
Prof. Jam es H. Sahlstrand, originator of the .show. A preview
committee screened more than
3000 photo slides in deciding
which entries to accept for
showing.
Among nationally known photographers whose words have
been selected for inclusion are
Larry Keenan Jr., Ellen and
Victor Landweher, James Newberry, Arthur Okazake, Judith
iSteinhauser and Beverly Wilgus.

MAKES A POINT--Bill Russell was not here- to and the abuse of P9Wer to apathy and t~e abuse
shoot· baskets, when he spoke in Nicholson of drugs .
. Pavilion on a variety of topics from Watergate
[photo by· Peter B. Mead]
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Board of Appeals-provides basis for grievances
The Board of Academic Appeals formally approved by the
administration in February is
now in business. Central's academic appeals policy is unique to
colleges and universities according to President Jam es E.
Brooks.
The board has ultimate power
to act in matters of academic
qu.estions. For example the
board with iust cause could
· change a grade given by an
instructor.
The following is a summary of
the rules and procudures for the
board:
The purpose of the Board of
Academic Appeals is to provide
for the airing and redress of
grievances with quarantees for
any student against and any
other student, member of the
faculty, staff, administration or
any faculty member against any
student in matters concerning
· academic welfare.
The Board has jurisdiction
over all matters concerning·those
relationships within the college
community which affect the
progress or outcome of any
specific classroom situation, regardless of whether the acts in
question have taken place in or
out of the classroom. Jurisdiction
extends to all credit generating
·s ituations sponsored by Central
Washington State College.
The board is made up of 10
members, five faculty anf five
students.
The faculty members of the
board are chosen by the Faculty
Senate from among faculty who
are not members of the Senate or
the College Administration.
Student members of the board
are chosen by the Joint Committee of. Committees from students
who are not members of the
Legislature or Student Government.
Hearings before the board and
judgments by the board will be
conducted and rendered by a
Hearing Panel made up of the
chairman of the board plus four
members of the board: In the
event that one or both parties to
the grievance desires not to
select members of the· panel or
fails to select members of the
panel, the chairman will select
members from the . board as
necessary.
The powers of the Board of
Academic Appeals are that the
board may reject the complaint
after -due consideration. In cases
involving grade changes or
change in class status, the board
may order a grade changed ·or a
change in class status. In cases or

aspects of cases determined by
the board to involve procedural
problems the board may make
recommendations for adjustments to any of the parties to the
complaint and/or to the appropriate authority.
In cases involving conduct ihe
boa.rd may take one or more of
the following actioris depending
on the seriousness of the case as
determined by the board:
1.
The board may issue a
restraining order to prevent
continued or subsequent acts
with respect to the specific
situation in question.
2. The board may reprimand one
or more of the parties to the
complaint and/or1odge the reprimand with appropriate authority.
3. The board may submit to the
authority governing the activities involved in the complaint a
recommendation or request for
disciplinary action for any party
to the complaint.
The informal procedures · preliminary to petitioning the Board of Academic appeals for a formal
hearing are:
Before any action is initiated
with the board, the complaining
party must first contact and
speak personally with the person
against whom he has the grievance in an effort to effect a
solution.
In the event of a failure, the
complaining party, if a student,
must contact his assigned advisor to attempt to effect a
solution.
In the event of the further
failure the complaining party
must then speak to the immediate supervisor/ supervisors of
the party against whom he is
com plaining.
In the event the preliminary
procedures fail to being about a
satisfactory solution, the com- ·
plaining party may file a formal
appeal to the board. In order to
effect this the party obtains an
appeal form from the office of the
vice-president for Academic Affairs, the ASC office or a
dep rtment office. The person
then notifies the board that an
appeal has been initiated. The
chairman of the board then
notifies the person against whom

'$>

the complaint has been lodged of may petition the Superior Court academic quarter after terminathe nature of the appeal:'
of Kittitas County for enforce- tion of the course in question, or
in cases involving administrative
· The chairman of the board ment of the subpoena.
then arranges for a Hearing
Both parties to the appeal have actions such as removal of
Panel, places the case on the the right to question the other incompletes one academic quarboard calendar and notifies the party as well as any witnesses ter after the administrative
deadline for completion of such
parites involved of the time and involved in the hearing.
place for the hearing.The board
Decision2 of~ the board are actions (in the case of the spring
will meet regularly unless unusu- based on a majority vote of the quarter, by the end of the
al conditions prevail. The parties membership of the Hearing following fall quarter). The
to the complaint will be provided Panel appoin4:.e~ for the hearing, board may suspend this rule in
with a statement of the rules of and shall be ba~.cd exclusively on exceptional circumstances.
In case the board decides a·
the board.
the evidence and on matters
grade should be changed, the
If either party does not appear officially noted.
at the scheduled hearing or
The decision and reasons for Registrar will be sent a copy of
present evidence that circum- the decision will be reported in the decision authorizing and
stances beyond his control pre- writing to both parties involved directing him to change the
vented his appearance, it will be in the matter to the officials who grade on the student's official
assumed that he has nothing to reviewed the appeal, and to record. The student, the instrucadd to the evidence already made appropriate authorities men- tor, and the chairl,llan of the
available to the board.
tioned in the disposition of the board will be notified when this
All hearings are closed to all decision. Majority and minority has been accomplished.
Either party may request the
but the members of the Hearing opinions will be included in the
permiss'ion of the Board of
Panel and the participants in the report.
hearing, unless the party against
Parties to the complaint will be Tru-stees to appeal a decision.
whom the complaint · is made notified of the decision of the Students may obtain a copy oh
requests in writing that the Baord no later than one week the rules as well as hearing
hearing be open.
after conclusion of the hearing. application forms from the dean
The board may subpoena witThe complaining party must of Student Development Barge
nesses upon the request of any , file his complaint within on·e 104.
party to the complaint or upon its
own motion only after all other
I
\
attempts to secure wuch witnesses have been exhusted and have ·
failed. Costs involved in producing witnesses will be · borne by
the party requesting the subpoena. All testimony will be
sworn ..
If an individual fails to obey a
subpoena, or obeys a subpoena
but refuses to testify when
requested concerning any matter
under examination or investiga925-9876 100 N. Main Street Ellensburg
tion at a. hearing, the College
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The average Navy Pilot isn't.
Your prof just
assigned the $24.95
textbook he.wrote.
_You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington *OLY*®
All Olympia empties are recyclable

No man who has mastered the flying
skills it takes to fly and land on a ship
at sea can be called a.n average pilot. And
the sense of accomplishment and satisfaction that he enjoys are also above
averaqe. Which is only right. For the man
'who would go places as a Naval Aviator
must pass through the most challenging
and demanding training program to be
found anywhere.
·
From Aviation Officer Candidate

School through Flight Training to the day
his golden Navy Wings are awarded, he
·is tested; driven; pushed and tested
again. And for good reason. The Navy
has learned that without the will to
succeed, no man can be successful.
Which brings us to you. Do you have
what it takes to fly Navy?·
.· ·
Even if you've never flown
before, if you've got the desire, you're
halfway there.
.

The Navy Officer Information Team is on
ca.mpus to provide information on ail.
Navy programs. Stop by and say ~ello.
At the SUB, Monday May _13th,
Tuesday May 14th & Wednesday May 15th
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Succulents

• Mexican
~ottery

• Plant Stands .
• Seeds & Bulbs
CAMERA ACTION--Linda Bennet of Channel 10 hQlds her camera intently on the action.

• Terrariums

'

• Bedding Plants
• Nursury Stock

WILLIAMS
GREEN·
HOUSE
& GIFTS-·
925-3477
City Lim its.
. Dry Cree~ Rd. ·

Community interest sparks new regard
toward channel l 0 by mass ·media program
by Dave EHord
"The applications for using
Channel iO are limitless," stated
Acting Director of the AudioVisual division of the library,
Charles Vlcek.
"It provides a vehicle by which
the college and community can
be tied together for a sharing and
discussion of problems and activities."
Over the years student interest in the area of mass media and
especialiy that of television production, has risen greatly. But

• Youth Card Sales
• Youth Fare Tickets
• Eurail Passes
• Britra i I Passes

ALL AIRLINES
REPRE5~NTED
434 North SpragL'E: 925-3167

DIRT BIKES

~
TRAIL BIKES

. MINIBtKES

...

HONDAL.INE

ON/OFF ROAD BIKES

•

ROAD BIKES

All the many worlds of
motorcycling iii one place.
MORE MODELS • MORE SERVICE
MORE ACCESSORIES• MORE-PARTS

JOHNSON'S HONDA
410 N. Main 925-3146

From Mighty to Mini, Honda has it all.

unfortunately our college institu- vices.
These requests for services
tion has been slow in advancing
properly to meet this growing cont~nue to grow rapidly on both<
interest.
the part of the student and the
For the first time, through a professor who have found that
course o_n "Television in the television and audio-visual has ·
Classroom" offered last quarter, much to offer in assisting instrucand one dealing with television · tion.
productions this quarter, under
Yet according to Vlcek; while
the description of a "Radio/TV requests continue to grow,
Project" course, students have "financial· support lags."
been involved with Channel 10
"Our equipment for the most
television productions, by giving part is eight yeai·s old or older ..
them on the equipment exper- within six years we could go out
ience.
of business."
"There was commµnity inter"It would be difficult," added
est in last quarter programs," ·Vlcek, "for any community agenstated Vlcek referring to the cy or production firm to dupliweekly programs his class of stu- cate these programs, due to the
dents produced and taped for cost of operation, equipment and
Channel 10.
maintenance."
But it seems that the communThe college channel will reity wasn't the only place where · main a "limitless" reality to prointerest was considered high. vide a service to both the college
Over 81 per cent of Vlcek's stu- and community as long as it condents returned this quarter to tinues to be a course of study
participate in the only television that will provide_ the student
production class the college has with experience and education.
offered.
Channel 10 has a very good
In addition, this quarter the ~ start for. developing itself into a
class has gained several new larger and better .community
members who were ·interested, serving factlity.
not ip the production area, but in
With the construction of the
the talent and journalism aspect new college library, a large porof news reporting, in front of the tion of the present Bouillon
camera. The journalism end of Library will be open for televithese Channel 10 productions sion classrooms and Channel 10
will be handled by Assistant Pro- studio remodeling -- that is . if
fessor of Mass Media. Roger funds are available.
Up until now the local news,
Reynolds. ·
Not only has the interest in events and activities of Ellenstelevision production increased: burg very seldom made their
but so has the requests for way to the television stations,
television and audio-visual ser- and for the most part Ellensburg

had to rely on a radio station for.
local news.
This quarter, television students plan to offer the college
and community a weekly news
program strictly for Ellensburg,
plus an occasional special program of community interest
·Channel 10 is still in its early
beginning. An infant, ready and ·
capable of great growth with the
potential of giving experience,
education and service to both the
college and comm unity.
"
Future ideas for programming
are almost infinite, including
everything from community interest meetings and college programs to public opportunity to
visually share their experiences,
such as a weekly travel program.
"Athletic activities may, in the
future, be a larger part of
Channel 10," suggest Vlcek, "if
funding was available, the away
games could be replayed. (on
Channel 10) a .day or two later."
This is just one idea out of
hundreds that could .make Channel 10 college and community
serving. It all , depends on the
"kindness of the legislature" and
the college being willing to meet
this growing interest in the area
of television.

Central
.
receives
funding
A wards .of federal funds totaling $34,429 to Central for purchase of equipment to improve
undergraduate instruction have •
been announced by the US
Department of Health, Education and .Welfare.
The funds are to be matched
by .$33,309 in college funding to
permit the purchase of nearly
$70,000 in new equipment.
A breakdown of planned usage
of the funds by college departments, according to Dr. Jerry
Jones,
grants
.coordinator,
shows:
·
Audiovisual, $24,168; business
education, $8657; music, $7333;
psychology, $5827; art, $1169;
mass media, $2016; foreign languages, $1575; biological sciences,
$3968;
anthropology, $2100;
chemistry, $7350; geography,
$3243 and communication, $3332 .
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Special pilot program
.
with gifted children in
second year at Central
.

by Dave EHord
A special college pil6t program, now in its second year, is
working with gifted children
from the ages of two to four. It is
in an attempt to set up needed
·guidelines and informational
foundations that . will- provide a
basic knowledge of these gifted
pre-school children and their
developmental processes.
"It's been learning for both me
and the children," stated Beverly
Nelson, a faculty mei:pber. She
directs her Classroom of 15
chil~ren in the Child Study
Center of the Psychology Building.
.The children's classroom is
equipped with an assortment of
educational games and puzzles as
well as an array of mate.-ials that
will provide learning opportunities for the children at every
turn.
The children are allowed a
·good measure of freedom in their
learning environment as they
work and play in the sd!oolroom.
· They also have access to a small
gymnasium equipped with climb_ing bars, a slide, tables, sandbox
and assorted play things. Plus an
outside fenced-in play area.
According to Professor of
Psychology Dr. Theodor Nau· mann, who js in charge of this
"gifted children" program, all
work is being handled 1inder the
Montessori Learning System. An
Italian system which works on
systematically developin.g all five
senses.
"Too often gifted children get
bored in school," stated Dr.

Naumann, "and psychologically
then are driven out by apathy
and ·adults of the school who felt
threat,e ned by them. In many
cases," Dr. Naumann continued,
"if they stayed in school then
they, dropped out mentally."
Though other hations have
taken into consideration their
gifted young people and worked
with them, the US has been
somewhat slow in realizing the
necessity of prope:r education for
these people.
"The gifted are to be our
tOp-notch pr.oblem solvers,"
stressed Dr. Naumann, "these
children by definition are the
most capable. Many of the young
people of today," contiiiued Dr.
Naumann, "who rebelled were
highly intelligent, they saw the
inadequacy and the gypocrisy of
the adult dominated world."
. According to Dr. Nauman the
government is spending around
$200 million a year on the
handicapped but virtually nothing on the gifted.
A number of the local school
districts have received limited
funds to enact programs dealing
·witq gifted children.
"A music class here, a mat!tematics corner there ... these are
just miniscute attempts," stated
Dr. Naumann, "in no case is
there a substantial scientific
foundation being developed . . .
Central is attempting to establish these foundations."
Recently a national study on
the gifted was ordered by a
congressional committee. This
· study resulted in a lengthy

'Future Alternatives' offered
by execs, scholars
Four nationally recognized ac- for General Telephone Co.
ademicians and · a Northwest
The complimentary sympobusiness executive will have sium will begin with an 8 p.m.
leading roles· in a two day Wednesday talk by Dr. Costigan
symposium dealing with "alter- on "The Uses of History Today:
natives for the future" on the Seeing Alternatives" in the SUB
' Central campus May 8-9.
·Theatre.
Small group discussions will
As part of the School of Arts
and Humanities month-long ser- follow in various rooms of the
ies of events, the symposium wili · building.
Hsu will open the symposium
center on ~·people and crises"
such as food, energy and -natural Thursday with a 9 a.m. talk in
the SUB on "Individual Fulfillresources depletions.
ment, Social Stability and CulturThe four academic leaders al· Progress."
presentin.g special talks and
The first symposium panel will
joined with others for panel be held at_ 10 a.m. The four
discussions, are: Kenneth Burke, ·-special speakers will be joined on
critic poet, author from the
the panel by Olson, Robert
University of Pittsburgh; Gio- Holvey and Tony Canedo. ·
vanni. Costigan, author, historian
Dr. Doctrow wili speak at 1:30
and polit.ical analyst from the
p.m. on "Reality as the ExhausUW; E. L. Doctorow, editor- tion· of Alternatives" in Hertz
novelist from Sarah Lawrence Recital Hall with another series
College; Francis L. K. Hsu, of small colloquia -to follow.
cross-cultural analyst and anBurke's speech, "Against Bethropologist from Northwestern haviorism," will be at g· p.m. in
University.
Hertz Recital Hall. A second
Joining them as .a commenta- panel presentation will follow,.
tor and panel chairman will be with Elizabeth Otto and Olson
Jack R. Olson, planning director joining the four speakers.

·organically grown

BIG ORANGES
More Flavorable, Juicier and Better!
Other organically grown fruit also available.
.

BETTER LIFE
NATURAL FOODS
111 West 6th 925-2505

·
LISTEN TO THE MUSIC- One of the children
in the psychology department's pilot program to
study gifted children works on his project~ The
· 15 children in ~he program are allowed a good
report and a bill which is now
pending which would allow around $80 million to be spent on
educating gifted children.
It was found and documented
in a report to the Congress of the
US by the US Commissioner of
Education in March of 1972, that:
"Gifted and talented children
are, in fact, deprived and can
suffer psychological damage and
permanent impairment of their
abilities to function will which is
equal to or greater than the
similar deprivation suffered by
any other populi!-tion with special
neds served by the (US) Office of
Education."
In comparing Central's program for the gifted to other state
programs, results sho'!fed the
·children at Central had a higher·
overall achievement while the

measure of freedom in the Montessori_ styled
enviroment in the Child Study Center of the
Psy~hology Building.
(Photo by Dave Elford] ·

other groups showed no significant difference.
Children are tested and
screened. Their parents are
interviewed in an attempt to
acquire an overall rating of the
child's basic development.
"In order to be advisable to the
project the child must be in the
upper 10 per cent for his age
group in at least two of four
areas."
These areas consist of social
competence, .mental ability preceptual skills and ·language skills.
To obtain the necessary valid
data the Child Study Center
would like firm assurance from
the parent that they can have the
child for at least two years in the
program. Secondly that the
parents will meaningfully cooperate in the program project.

Nelson is now planning her
summer school session which will
begin June 17 and run through July 17, meeting from 10 to 12
a.m. daily in the Psychology
Building's Child Study · Center.
"It's not a class for a genius,"
stated Dr. Naumann, "they are
just normal, bright children."
Summer
enrollment
and
screening for children two and
three years of age has already
begun. All children are welcome.
Those accepted for the summer will be charged a $35 tuition
fee and will be acceptable for
future sessions beginning this
fall, as Nelson and her staff
would like to maintain an enrollment of 15 children.
Additional information can be
obtained by contacting Nelson at
· the Psychology Building.

Our Beergarden ·is

New Policy
Ha.v e a Picnic At The TAV •••
you bring the Food & Utensils •••
Use Our Gas Barbeque FREE!
Let the TA V Serve the Beverage
(from 1 p.m-earlier bv.Reservation)

Tb.e
962-9945
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Still lead league

Central batsmen hit skids
· in weekend road action
by Rafael Gonzales
The Wildcats hit hard times
last week, as their 10-win string
was halted by a 4-0 loss to YVC
and the dropped two of three
EvCo tilts in Klammath Falls to a
tough Oregon Tech Owl squad.
Tuesday saw the 'Cats skein
abruptly halt ed as Yakima hurler
John Davidson, a freshman righthander from Packwood, spun a
four-hitter to throttle the 'Cats.
The 6-5, 200-pound moundman
scattered four singles and fanned
10 C~ntral batters as he sent for
the win.
Ty Gorton picked up two of the
siilgles and Jim Thomas, a
Naches freshman, and Bill Melton shared the other two. The
'Cats only scoring "threat in the

Coach Frederick
non-league tilt came in the first
inning. Gorton led off with a shot
to first base and beat it out
despite a good stop by Billy Roy.
Bud Fish . moved Gorton to
second with a sacrifice fly and
Davidson walded Mark Maxfield
to put pwo men on the bags. Both
men moved around on a passed
ball, but that was as far as they
got as Davidson tightened up and

fanned Gregg Kalian and got
Thomas on an infield out.
The Indians scored one each in
the .first two frames, including a
one-run home run by Steve
Myers in the top of the second to
open their lead, and closed with
two t allies in t he sixth for t heir
our runs.
The 'Cats took to the road
.again Friday and dropped their
first Ev Co tilt of the year, an 11-7
decision to the Oregon Tech
Owls. The loss did not change the
'Cats margin in the race however, as Oregon College, the
second place unit in the race,
dropped a·n 8-7 verdict to the
Eastern Washington Eagles.
The 'Cats were down 6-0 after
three frames, when they explod. ed for sewm runs in the top of the
fourth. A pair of walks, and
singles by Jim Swanson, Darryl
Stewart, Ted Taylor, Jim Spencer, Bud Fish and 'l'y Gorton
gave the 'Cats a one-run lead.
Thei~ lead . was_ short-lived,
however, as the Owls rebounded
for three runs in their half of the
inning to take the lead for good.
The Owls were led by hard-hitting Jack Juhl who ripped a
home run and a pair of singles in
five trips; Central's Gorton and
Maxfield had two hits a piece in
the game.
Saturday saw the two clubs
meet again in a double header to
close the three-game EvGo series, and the Wildcats narrowly
missed sweeping the two-game
set when their hosts rallied for
two runs in the bottom of the
seventh in the last game to win it
. 8-7.
The 'Cats won the opener 10-2
with · a strong pitching performance by Wayne Arnold, who took
over for starter Rex Easley after
he pulled a muscle. Arnold took
over in the second and went the
rest of the route.
The 'Cats rattled the bats for
14 hits in the first contest,
including a two-run shot by Ty
Gorton. Gorton, Maxfield and
Jeff Hansen each drove in fourruns in the double header. The ·
'Cats ripped out· 29 safe hits for
the day'.
.
·
In the second game, Central

had been pushed into a 7-6 deficit
when they scored three runs in
their haif of the seventh. "Two of .
the tallies came when Bill Melton
came across with a crucial single.
In the .bottom half, however,
the Owls bounced back when
Dave Hummell led off with a
double and J ack Juhl followed
with a single to push him across
and tie the game. Juhl then stole
second and managed to score on
Jeff y oungs' sfogle to win it.
The weekend moved the 'Cats
E-vCo mark to 10-2 and their
season ledger to 19-9. Eastern,
. who will be coming to town for a·
three game series beginning
tomorrow at 3 p.m., is following
with an 8-4 league mark.
· The series with the Eagles will
close out regular season play for
the 'Cats, with the District
Playoffs running May 17 and 1~.

a

Patton, Wildcat sprinter, raced for pair of wins last Saturdry,,
in the I 00 and 220. [photo by Rafael Gonzales]

Spikers breeze by Western,
PLU in prep for EvCo tourney,
Central's track squad tuned up
for tomorrow's opening of the
Evergreen Conference meet at
Cent ral by breezing t o a surprisingly easy win over Western and
PL U last Saturday in Bellingham.
The 'Cats, missing seven key
- men due to injuries, were ·
expecting a more tightly contested struggle for first place honors
but turned things around with
clutch individual performances to
score 96 points to Western's-57
and PLU's-49.
Jim Noren and Clint Patton
spearheaded the Central attack
by ' virtually dominating the
sprinting events. Noren, selected
a s 'Cat of the week, raced to a
season best time of 49.8 in 'the
open quarter to grab first place
and anchored the mile relay's win
in a season best time of 3:20.6.
The mile relay also included
Dave Merrill, Reese Colbo and
Jim Perry.
·
Patton did his damage in the
100 and 220 yard dashes by

sweeping both events with season best clockings of 9.9 and 22.3,
t hen teamed up with Noren,
Mer r ill and J ohn Krugar t o win
the 440 yard relay in 43.0.
In the distance events, Central
put together a number of personal best times winning two of the
four events. The half mile was
Central one-two all the way as
Perry turned in a personal best
clocking of 1:56.1 to take first
place and was followed by Mike
Anderberg in 1:56.9.
Lou Boudreaux took the lead
on the first lap of the mile then
lengthened the margin to win
going away in 4:22. Jim Christenson and Mike Wold recorded '
life-time best clockings of 9:42
and 9:43.3 · respectively in the
3000 meter steeplechase to take
second and third and Bob Johnson did the same with a third
place three mile time of 14:54.
The hammer throw brought

the 'Cats their. only field· event
win of the afternoon as John
Gruver r eleased a winning t oss
of 148'1."
'
Western's Mike Vor ce on route
to setting two track records and
qualifying for nationals in the 120
yard high hurdles and the 440
yard intermediate hurdles pulled
Central hurdlers through with
lifetime best times.
Nate Warswick getting off to a
quick start in the 120 highs
pushed Vorce to the tape, finishing a tick behind in 14.4 and
qualified for nationals. In the 440
intermediates, Wayne Tegan ran
on the heels of the Western star
and finished second with a time
of 55.1. Vor:ce was clocked in .
52.4.
The conference meet gets
underway at the college track
beginning at 3 p.m. tomorrow
and will resume at 11 a.m. on
Saturday.

Ki.ff en tracksters
third
.
'

at PLU Saturday
The weekend action of the
Kitten. tracksters resulted in a
third place team win and several
- individual marks at the Northern-Eastern Area meet held at
PLU Saturday. Central with 59
points follow~d second place
Western 93 points, and UW first
place with 120 points.
Mary Petree took first place in
the discus with a heave ofl23'9".
Jackie Slechta's 33'6 1/2" shot
put effort gained her a second
place in the -event. The 880
medley relay composed of Cary
Burrell, Dawn Taylor , Laura
Jones and Nancy Ehle grabbed
· fifth place with their 2:03.1 time.
Four Kittens were double
winners in the competition:
Bobbie Catron a Yakima sophomore, took third in the shot put .
33'2 1/2" and followed with·
another third in the discus with a
108'9" distance.
Goldendale freshman Lau~a
Jones qualified for the district'
meet at Eastern with her fourth
place time of 27 .8 in th.e 220 yd.
dash. She also took a sixth in t he
100 yard dash with a time of 12.1
Coach J an Boyungs noted t he
absence of Melanie Keihn and
I

Sally McKenzie, who were injured in a Central hosted m~et a
week ago, as having an effect ·on
the total points gained by the
team .. "The women we took
really did put it together
though," she said. "Now we are
saving up for· the district competion on May 10 and 11 at
Cheney/' Strongest competion
she noted will be from Oregon
State University and Flathead
Valley. There will be between
25-30 schools competing in the
meet which has Friday preliminaries and the finals on Sat urday.
The Kittens who have qualified for competition are: Bobbie
Catron, discus; Sheryl Barradale,
discus; Cary Burrell; javelin;
Nancy Ehle, 440 and two relays;
Laura Jones 220 and two relays.
Melanie Keihn will compete in
the long jump and two relays.
Salley McKenzie is the only
Kitten to qualify in four events,
220, 440 and two relays. Eileen
Trudgeon and Lett y Mendoza
have qualified in t he 3000 meter~ ·
Mary Petrie will vie in discus and
Dawn Taylor _in the 400 m.
Hurdles.
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Wildcat natters prepare for
EvCO tourney tomorrow
.....

The Central tennis team tuned
up for their Evergreen Conference tournament splitting a pair
of non-league matches last weekend.
The Wildcats grabbed a 9-1
victory Friday at the expense of
Skagit Valley Community Col- .
lege on the Central courts.
Rick Van Horn, playing number one singles suffered the only
loss of the day. Singles winners
for the 'Cats included Bill Irving,
Mike Gamble, Dave Rapp, Dick
Irving, Kelly Fulcher and Clay

Golfers
eleventh

at Expo·.
The Central golfers shot their
way to eleventh place in . the
36-hole Expo Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament last Thursday and
Friday in Spokane.

-Marsha Longino, number two singles player. [photo by Rafael
,Gonzales]

·Portland State ran away with
the trophy scoring an impressive
737. Seattle University was
thirteen strokes back. with a 750
while the Wildcats · completed
play with an 804 total.
Central's individual scores
were Chris Indall 79-77, Rich
Walker 81-78, Mike Dalton 80-80,
Mike Pete 84-79, Russ Bong 85-8i
and Mike Ogg 87-80.

·Women" neffers fifth
at UW Invitational

Following Portland State and
Seattle were Eastern 758, WSU
Lori Owens as second singles and #2 764, Idaho 768, Montana 769,
.Kaelin and McCormick first Gonzaga 784, Boise State 787,
. doubles. Owens whizzed by Saba- Western 791, Willamette 802,
do, Western, 6-4, 6-1 while Laelin Central 804, Eastern Oregon 811,
· and McCormick fell to Textor Puget S11und 815, Whitworth 812
and_ Cart 4-6, 4-6, captl;lring · and Whitman 827.
fourth place in both divisions.
Tomorrow and Saturday the
The Kittens travel to the Central linksmen will be in
University of Montana for a Yakima for the conference and
match on Saturday May 11.
district championships.

Last Saturday's UW Invitational tournament set the s<;ene
for a fifth place finish for the
Kitten tennis team. The team
was in cpmpetition with five
other Washington teams, Highline CC, PLU, UW, Seattle
University and Western.
,
In the first round action
Marsha Gulla foll to Liz Bond,
Highline, 6-2, 6-1. Lori Owen
defeated Becky Knauss, Plu, 3-6,
6-3, 6-4 .. Debbi Moen was downed
by Deanne Larsen, PLU, 6-0, 6-0.
Doubles play found Sharon
McCormick and Karen Kaelin
left behind as Western's Wendy .
Hawley and Debbie Pritchard
netted 6-0, 6-2. The Kitten du0.>
Celeste Pitman and Denise Fitch
were downed 6-3, 6-4 by Highline's Jan Wagner and Lauri
Posick.
In second round action Lori
Owen was defeated by Caron
Carlyon, UW, 6-4, 6-2. In the
consolation brac\rnt Marsha Gulla
fell to Madrice Cluocio, Seattle
University, 6-2, 6-2. First doubles
Kaelin and McCormick smashed
past'Nitter an51 Savage 3-6, 7-5,
6-3. Pitman and Fitch were
defeated by King and Lanci PLU,
8-6, 4-6, 4-6. Debbie Moen lost to
Deanne Larson, PLU, 6-0, 6-0 . . . .
Owen defeated Lori Sabado,
Western, 6-4, 6-1.
The UW took first in the
tournament followed by Western
Playing for third and fourth
positions for the Kittens were

'
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, HOMOG. MILK .

Gatton . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .

~

i.. ;;o

]!r,~·~~ .... ~ ....... $131

.

WHIP CREAM.
'hPlnt ••••.••.•. . ...
'hPlnt .•••••.••.•••••

~.~~~. ~ ~'.~-~~ ........ 38 c
.

&9~

.l/i Gallon .••·. . . . . • • • • . . - ·

COTTAGE CHEESE

Pint Carton •.... ; .....

ICE CREAM•

You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia , Washington 'OLY* ®
All Ol ympia .e mpties are recyclable

Central
. Washington'•
. "FlflST FAMILY''
..If Dairy Product• for ·.
·· over ·70 years - Now at .
Lowest Dlrec~-To-You Prlceal

v#11idO,C/over ,

SOUR CREAM

V2Gallon • .-.

You got a letter
from home and
there was just
a letter inside.

•
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~UTTERMILK

King. Central swept all three
doubles matches.
Saturday the Wildcats hit
rough water as they dropped an
afternoon niatch to Spokane
Falls Community College. Spokane took two of the three
doubles matches to wrap the net
around the 'Cats. The loss left
Central's season mark at 10-3.
Bill Irving and Rapp accounted
for three of Central's four wins as
they each snatched victories in
singles action and then teamed
up for a win in number thtee
doubles. Van Horn supplied the
other Wildcat triumph with a
three set win in number three
singles. ·
This Friday and Saturday
Central will host the EvCo
Championships on the courts
adjacent to Nicholson Pavilion.
T}le 'Cats completed EvCo play
with a perfect 5-0 slate.

.

DRIVE-IN
DAIRY
STORES

l'RIDAY
• • • • • • Sour Cream
. Day
TU•SDAY
lceCr;eam

Day

~nhl.

78°..

tnPT.

33°

SATUROAY
Yogurt
Day
'11PT.

2·1C

·swEEcv ·
.WEEKEND
{NEXT WEEKEND)

. HARD CORES!
MAY l8th 6am -11 am

.RUGBY
FANSI
MAY
18-19 STRAWBERRY CUP .

.SLOPITCH·
MAY 18-19 NICHOLSON
.

.

* * * · AND .1i * * .
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S·UND.AY, MAY19
SIGN UP AT JHE SUB! 28.2 Miles - All Very Level! .
1st ANNUAL BICYCLE RALLY
.

.

-

'

...

Br'ing your toothpick, popsicle stick, or other inanimate obied to. the PIZZA MIA for the
'Mia Fl~ing O:>iects Rae~' .today at 5:30. The M~a Nile runs .from 9th .& Ch~nut, ·
1

through PIZLA MIA's parking lot and -down 8th. Avenue.

FREE ·FREE FREEi 'THE .WINNER GETS A GRINDER!
XXXXXXX)cxx
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